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A.

INTRODUCTION

1.

I am the Managing Director and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Tabcorp Holdings
Limited (Tabcorp) and I am authorised to make this statement on Tabcorp’s behalf.

2.

Exhibited to me at the time of signing this statement and marked “Exhibit DA-1” is a
bundle of documents. Exhibited to me at the time of signing this statement is one further
bundle of documents marked “Highly Confidential Exhibit DA-2”. Where in this statement
I refer to tabs in DA-1 or DA-2, I am referring to the tabs of Exhibit DA-1 and Highly
Confidential Exhibit DA-2 respectively. I also refer to documents by reference to their
unique document number beginning with a “TBP” prefix. I have reviewed the documents
I have referred to prior to signing this statement. Tabcorp claims confidentiality over
Highly Confidential Exhibit DA-2.

3.

The matters set out in this statement are based on my knowledge of Tabcorp's
operations, my participation on the board of Tabcorp (Board), my participation in the
Senior Executive Leadership Team, my involvement with Tabcorp's business and my
experience in the gambling and wagering industries for over 25 years, which I set out in
Part A.1 below. As Managing Director and CEO of Tabcorp it is my job to know and
understand all aspects of its business. Although I am not involved in the day to day
operations of the business divisions, I am involved in setting overall strategies and
agendas across the business. I expect those who report to me (directly or indirectly) to
raise with me issues and developments that are material to Tabcorp's business and I
regularly communicate with them regarding such matters.

A.1.

My experience and employment history

4.

I have been employed by Tabcorp since April 2010 when I was appointed as Managing
Director of Tabcorp’s wagering division, which included the TAB, TAB Sportsbet, Luxbet
and Sky Media businesses. I held that position until my promotion to Managing Director
and CEO on 15 June 2011.

5.

I have had over 25 years’ experience in the wagering and gambling industry, in
Australia, England and South Africa.

6.

Prior to joining Tabcorp:
(a)

I was employed by Phumelela Gaming and Leisure Limited (PGLL), South
Africa’s leading wagering operator, from October 2003 to February 2010. I was
initially employed at PGLL as the head of wagering before being promoted to
Chief Operating Officer in 2004 and then to CEO (South Africa) in 2008; and
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(b)

I held various positions within Ladbrokes (formerly part of the Hilton Group Plc)
from 1990 to 2002, where I was responsible initially for running the United
Kingdom licensing and development for the bookmaking business, and then the
development of casino and gaming opportunities internationally from 1995. In
those roles I was based in the United Kingdom and South Africa.

7.

I hold a Bachelor of Science (Honours) from the University of Exeter and a Master of
Business Administration from the Henley Business School.

8.

I am a member of the Australian Institute of Company Directors and a director of the
Australasian Gaming Council.

A.2.

Overview of the Australian gambling industry

9.

Gambling is the placement of a wager or bet on the outcome of a future uncertain event.
The primary legal forms of gambling in Australia are:
(a)

Wagering, or betting, involving staking money on the outcome of a contest or of
an event occurring or not occurring. The principal events on which wagering is
conducted are racing (thoroughbred, harness and greyhound) and sports. The
types of wagering in Australia include:
i.

totalisator (or ‘pari-mutuel’) wagering, in which all bets are consolidated into
a totalisator pool and final odds are not calculated until after the close of
betting on the relevant event. The totalisator operator deducts from the
totalisator pool a predetermined percentage as a ‘commission’ or ‘take out
rate’ and the remainder of the dividend pool is distributed to the winning
customers. The current totalisator operators in Australia are TAB (Tabcorp),
UBET (Tatts) and WA TAB (Racing and Wagering Western Australia
(RWAA));

ii.

tote derivative wagering, a derivative of totalisator wagering whereby
corporate bookmakers synthetically create products that offer payout odds
which are set by reference to the final dividend paid by one or more
totalisators;

iii. fixed odds wagering, in which odds are fixed for each customer at the time
their bet is placed, although customers who bet on the same outcome at
different times will not necessarily receive the same odds due to adjustment
of the odds by the wagering operator. The operator’s revenue in fixed odds
wagering depends on the outcome of the event, its management of the book
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of bets and the extent to which bets are placed with another wagering
operator so as to spread the risk of the loss; and
iv. betting exchanges, which allow customers to wager directly against each
other at agreed fixed odds, instead of betting with a totalisator or bookmaker.
The betting exchange operator derives an income by charging a commission
on the customer’s net winnings.
(b)

Gaming, which includes betting on electronic gaming machines (EGMs) (such as
poker or slot machines) and table games (such as roulette and blackjack) in
licensed gaming venues and casinos.

(c)

Keno, which is an interactive social game played in-venue at pubs, clubs, hotels,
casinos and online, in which random numbers are drawn every few minutes
providing players the chance to win instant prizes.

(d)

Lotteries, which involves a game of chance whereby customers buy lottery
tickets and the funds from ticket sales are pooled into a prize pool from which the
operator deducts a commission and pays the net amount to winners by drawing
‘lots’ (usually numbers from a defined set) for prizes.

B.

OVERVIEW OF TABCORP

B.1.

Structure of Tabcorp’s operations

10.

Tabcorp conducts business as a supplier of gambling and entertainment products and
services. It is one of the few integrated gambling and entertainment companies in the
world.

11.

Tabcorp is a public company limited by shares and is listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX).

12.

Tabcorp is the holding company of various other entities in the Tabcorp group (the
Group) including:
(a)

Tabcorp Wagering Manager (Vic) Pty Ltd (ACN 154 419 342) (Tabcorp
Manager) (which manages Tabcorp’s Victorian wagering business through an
unincorporated joint venture with the Victorian racing industry (Joint Venture),
and the SuperTAB pool);

(b)

Tabcorp Wagering (Vic) Pty Ltd (ACN 134 587 107); Tabcorp Wagering
Participant (Vic) Pty Ltd (ACN 154 418 489) (Tabcorp Participant) and Tabcorp
Wagering Assets (Vic) Pty Ltd (ACN 154 419 226) (Tabcorp Assets) (which are
also parties to the Joint Venture);
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(c)

Tab Limited (ACN 081 765 308) (TAB Limited) (which operates Tabcorp's New
South Wales wagering business);

(d)

Tabcorp ACT Pty Ltd (ACN 167 957 002) (Tabcorp ACT) (which operates
Tabcorp’s Australian Capital Territory wagering and Keno businesses);

(e)

Keno (NSW) Pty Limited (ACN 003 992 327), Keno (Qld) Pty Limited (ACN 071
366 446) and Tabcorp Investments No. 5 Pty Limited (ACN 105 341 366) (which
operate Tabcorp’s Keno business in New South Wales, Queensland and
Victoria);

(f)

Tabcorp Gaming Solutions Pty Limited (ACN 138 853 675), Tabcorp Gaming
Solutions (NSW) Pty Limited (ACN 141 733 575), Tabcorp Gaming Solutions
(Qld) Pty Limited (ACN 136 582 851) and Tabcorp Gaming Solutions (ACT) Pty
Limited (ACN 605 478 902) (which provide gaming and venue services to
commercial venues in New South Wales, Victoria and the Australian Capital
Territory);

(g)

Sky Channel Pty Limited (ACN 009 136 010) and 2KY Broadcasters Pty Limited
(ACN 000 820 057) (which operate Tabcorp’s television and radio broadcasting
business); and

(h)

Luxbet Pty Ltd (ACN 092 104 786) (Luxbet) (which operates a corporate
bookmaking business registered in the Northern Territory).

13.

Tabcorp’s business is divided into three main business divisions corresponding to each
of the principal sectors in which it operates:
(a)

wagering and media;

(b)

gaming services; and

(c)

Keno.

B.1.1. Wagering and media
14.

Tabcorp’s Australian wagering operations include:
(a)

off-course totalisator and fixed odds wagering on racing, sports and other events
in TAB agencies and licensed venues (hotels, pubs and clubs, live sites and
stadiums) in Victoria, New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory, and
by telephone, mobile apps and the internet nationwide;

(b)

on-course totalisator and fixed odds wagering in Victoria, New South Wales and
the Australian Capital Territory;
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(c)

tote derivative and fixed odds betting on racing, sports and other events
nationwide through Luxbet, its wholly-owned Northern Territory licensed
bookmaker; and

(d)

Trackside, a computer simulated racing product, in Victoria, New South Wales
and the Australian Capital Territory.

15.

In each State and Territory, there is one wagering operator licensed or authorised to
conduct off-course totalisator wagering. These operators are typically referred to as
‘TABs’. Tabcorp and/or its subsidiaries hold the following wagering licences:
(a)

Victoria: Tabcorp Wagering (Vic) Pty Ltd holds the sole Victorian Wagering and
Betting Licence (Victorian licence) until 2024. The licence may be extended by
the Victorian Government in its discretion for a further two years (to 2026). The
licence allows Tabcorp Wagering (Vic) Pty Ltd to offer off-course and on-course
totalisator wagering services, fixed odds betting on racing, totalisator and fixed
odds betting on sports and other events and Trackside products. It also permits
the operation of a betting exchange (although Tabcorp Wagering (Vic) Pty Ltd
does not currently operate one);

(b)

New South Wales: TAB Limited holds an on-course and off-course wagering
licence to provide off-course and on-course totalisator wagering services in New
South Wales for thoroughbred, harness and greyhound racing until 2097. The
licences also allow TAB Limited to offer fixed odds betting on racing, totalisator
and fixed odds betting on sports and other events and Trackside products, both
online and through retail wagering venues. The exclusivity of TAB Limited’s
wagering licences applies until 2033; and

(c)

Australian Capital Territory: Tabcorp acquired ACTTAB in October 2014 and
as part of the acquisition was issued a 50 year exclusive totalisator licence (until
2064), a sports bookmaking licence for an initial term of 15 years with further
rolling extensions to a total term of 50 years, and ongoing approvals to offer Keno
and Trackside products for 50 years.

16.

The wagering licences in Queensland, South Australia, Northern Territory and Tasmania
are held by Tatts or its subsidiaries. In Western Australia, RWWA, the Western
Australian state-owned TAB operator, has an exclusive retail wagering licence.

17.

Tabcorp’s overseas wagering operations include:
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(a)

a joint venture with South Africa’s Phumelela Gold International to operate
Premier Gateway International Limited (PGI) which is based in the Isle of Man
and provides wagering and wagering interface systems;

(b)

a partnership with News UK to operate Sun Bets, an online wagering and gaming
business in the United Kingdom and Ireland;

(c)

the distribution of racing vision and data in North America through its whollyowned United States subsidiary Sky Racing World; and

(d)

an agreement with United States-based Unikrn to provide wagering services for
eSports gaming tournaments.

18.

Tabcorp’s media business includes the operation of three Sky Racing television
channels which are broadcast throughout Australia as well as the broadcasting of racing
commentary on Sky Sports radio in New South Wales and the Australian Capital
Territory. The media business also handles the distribution of Australian and NZ Racing
vision and data into 54 countries around the world via satellite, cable, mobile and the
internet. Tabcorp has a wholly-owned United States subsidiary, Sky Racing World, which
manages the distribution of racing vision and data in North America.

B.1.2. Gaming services
19.

Tabcorp’s gaming services division includes Tabcorp Gaming Solutions (TGS), which
supplies Electronic Gaming Machines (EGMs) and associated systems and services to
licensed hotels and clubs in Victoria and New South Wales, and Intecq, which Tabcorp
acquired in December 2016 and which provides EGM monitoring services and gaming
systems in Queensland and gaming systems in Victoria, Tasmania and New South
Wales.

B.1.3. Keno
20.

Tabcorp distributes Keno products to licensed venues (such as pubs, clubs and casinos)
in Victoria, the Australian Capital Territory, Queensland and New South Wales and in
TAB agencies in Queensland, Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory.

B.2.

Tabcorp’s management structure

21.

Tabcorp has a Senior Executive Leadership Team (SELT) of which I am a member. The
SELT is a group of senior business unit leaders within Tabcorp. SELT members attend
weekly meetings to discuss key priorities for their respective business units and Tabcorp
as a whole and are involved in strategy and business planning sessions. They are:
(a)

Executive General Manager – Commercial Development (Doug Freeman);
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(b)

Chief Operating Officer – Wagering and Media (Craig Nugent);

(c)

Chief Operating Officer – Keno and Gaming (Adam Rytenskild);

(d)

Chief Financial Officer (Damien Johnston);

(e)

Chief Risk Officer (Clinton Lollback);

(f)

Executive General Manager – People, Culture & Communications (Merryl
Dooley);

22.

(g)

Group General Counsel (Acting) (Julian Hoskins);

(h)

Company Secretary (Fiona Mead);

(i)

Chief Marketing Officer (Claire Murphy); and

(j)

Chief Information Officer (Kim Wenn).

In my role as Managing Director and CEO, I also report to and work closely with the
Board, including participating in decision making. The Board is currently comprised of
Paula Dwyer (Chair), Steven Gregg, Jane Hemstritch, Justin Milne, Zygmunt Switkowski
AO, Elmer Funke Kupper (on leave of absence) and myself.

23.

Additionally, I am the head of the Office of the CEO, which incorporates:
(a)

General Manager – Corporate Affairs;

(b)

General Manager – Investor Relations & Strategy;

(c)

General Manager – Government Relations; and

(d)

General Manager – Government & Industry Relations.

B.3.

Tabcorp’s recent operational and financial performance

24.

For the financial year ending 30 June 2016 (FY16), Tabcorp’s total reported revenue and
EBIT were:

25.

(a)

for wagering and media: $1,873 million and $252.2 million respectively;

(b)

for gaming services: $107.2 million and $41 million respectively; and

(c)

for Keno: $208.5 million and $50.7 million respectively.

Approximately 70% of the revenue generated by Tabcorp’s businesses ($1.5 billion in
FY16) is returned to its partners – governments, the racing industry, retail venues and
the community.

26.

Tabcorp’s contribution to the racing industry and stakeholders increased by 1.8% to
$787 million in FY16 and included:
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(a)

a contribution to the Victorian racing industry in the amount of $331.2 million (in
accordance with Tabcorp’s revenue-sharing arrangements arising from its joint
venture with the Victorian racing industry (comprising of Racing Victoria, Harness
Racing Victoria and Greyhound Racing Victoria);

(b)

a contribution to the New South Wales racing industry in the amount of $290.8
million (in accordance with Tabcorp’s revenue-sharing arrangements arising from
its racing distribution agreement with the New South Wales racing industry);

(c)

race fields fees in the amount of $94.8 million; and

(d)

fees for broadcast rights and international contributions in the amount of $70.1
million.

27.

In addition, Tabcorp paid $428.6 million in gambling taxes and $61.4 million in income
taxes in FY16.

28.

In total, Tabcorp generated more than $1.2 billion in gambling taxes and racing industry
funding in FY16.

C.

TABCORP PROPOSAL TO ACQUIRE TATTS

29.

Tabcorp proposes to acquire the issued share capital of the Tatts Group Limited (Tatts)
by means of a scheme of arrangement (the proposed transaction). In my role as
Managing Director and CEO of Tabcorp, I have been directly involved, at a Board level
and as part of the Senior Executive Leadership Team, in the proposed transaction.

30.

I set out below the background to the proposed transaction and Tabcorp’s rationale for it.

C.1.

Wagering industry trends

31.

There have been substantial changes to the Australian wagering industry over the last
decade. As Managing Director of Wagering, which is Tabcorp’s primary business
division, and then as Managing Director and CEO of Tabcorp, I have spent a significant
amount of time getting to know and understand our wagering business and the
environment it operates in. I, together with my leadership team, have observed the
following key trends in the current Australian wagering industry:
(a)

the growth and widespread use of online wagering (primarily via smartphones
and mobile betting apps) which has increased the number of online wagering
services and digital offerings (primarily through mobile devices) in Australia;

(b)

a decline in the proportion of overall wagering turnover transacted in retail
facilities;
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(c)

the removal of historical advertising restrictions governing wagering and a
favourable regulatory environment in the Northern Territory has seen a significant
growth of corporate bookmakers (that are not subject to the same regulatory
requirements and racing industry funding requirements as totalisator operators
such as Tabcorp or Tatts);

(d)

a decline in totalisator wagering, as a proportion of total Australian wagering, and
a rise in the proportion of wagering accounted for by fixed odds products; and

(e)
32.

the growing popularity of sports betting.

There is now considerable diversity in the wagering products and wagering services that
are available to consumers which include totalisator (pari-mutuel), tote derivative and
fixed odds products provided online, on mobile apps, by phone, through retail locations
or on-course. Customers in each State and Territory have a wide range of options when
placing bets, and are not restricted to a licensed operator in their home jurisdiction. In
each State and Territory, customers have the option of placing fixed odds or tote
derivative bets online through corporate bookmakers licensed in the Northern Territory
or in other jurisdictions. They can also place online totalisator bets with operators based
in States or Territories outside their home State or Territory.

33.

The corporate bookmakers’ offering of fixed odds and tote derivative products are easily
substitutable for totalisator products and are often offered at a better price point due to
the regulatory environment they operate in. For example, corporate bookmakers offer a
‘top tote plus’ tote derivative bet which offers customers the highest dividend paid by the
three totalisator operators. Corporate bookmakers’ wagering operations may be
combined with other complementary interests – for example, Crown is focused on luxury
experiences, gaming, hotel accommodation, signature dining and retail in addition to
more recently expanding into wagering through its majority interest in CrownBet.

34.

Recently, a number of independent Australian corporate bookmakers have been
acquired by large, well-capitalised and well-established international wagering
companies (Sportsbet by Paddy Power; Sportingbet, Centrebet and tomwaterhouse.com
by William Hill; and Bookmaker.com and Betstar by Ladbrokes) as part of an aggressive
targeting of the Australian market by global companies.

35.

In my view, it is critical to the ongoing success of Tabcorp to respond to the competitive
threat posed by corporate bookmakers in this environment. Corporate bookmakers have
doubled their turnover over the past five years and, on average, have grown 19% per
annum since 2006.
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C.2.

Tabcorp’s outlook

36.

In order to respond to the changes in the industry referred to above, Tabcorp has sought
to improve its online and fixed odds offerings and has adopted a number of measures
designed to strengthen its overall pari-mutuel and fixed odds offering in direct response
to the increased competition from corporate bookmakers. Some of the recent measures
we have taken include:
(a)

investment in retail outlets to promote retail wagering, including working with
venues to improve venue design and offerings with the aim of optimising the
experience for customers;

(b)

continuing to expand our international pooling activities through pooling and
coverage agreements with a number of international wagering operators;

(c)

investment in new totalisator and fixed odds products;

(d)

significant investment in our digital offering, including mobile phone apps and live
streaming of racing on the internet and mobile phones;

(e)

a loyalty program for New South Wales, Victoria and the Australian Capital
Territory account and retail customers; and

(f)

acquiring a new pari-mutuel betting system that offers a number of advantages
including an improved customer information interface and the ability for new bet
types to be developed more quickly.

C.3.

Previous discussions regarding proposed Tabcorp / Tatts merger

37.

On 16 November 2015, Tabcorp and Tatts announced that they had been in confidential
discussions regarding a potential nil-premium merger of equals. The parties were unable
to reach agreement on key transaction terms and, in particular, as to the nil-premium
exchange ratio. As a result, those discussions concluded. A copy of Tabcorp’s ASX
statement is at Tab 1 of DA-1 [TBP.011.001.0007].

C.4.

The proposed transaction

38.

In September 2016, I recommended to the Board that it resolve to pursue the current
proposed merger with Tatts, in the form of an acquisition of the issued share capital of
Tatts by means of a scheme of arrangement. Under the scheme of arrangement, Tatts
shareholders will receive 0.80 Tabcorp shares plus 42.5 cents cash for each Tatts share
held.
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39.

There were papers and discussion materials presented to the Tabcorp Board in
September 2016:

40.

(a)

on 14 September 2016, at Tab 1 of DA-2 [TBP.001.001.8697] at [.8911]; and

(b)

on 23 September 2016, at Tab 2 of DA-2 [TBP.001.001.8629].

On 23 September 2016, the Tabcorp Board considered and resolved to pursue the
proposed merger with Tatts.

41.

On 18 October 2016, following a period of information exchange, due diligence and
negotiation, Tabcorp and Tatts entered into an implementation deed (Implementation
Deed). A copy of the Implementation Deed is at Tab 2 of DA-1 [TBP.006.001.0136].

42.

Tabcorp announced the proposed transaction to the market in a statement to the ASX
on 19 October 2016. A copy of the ASX statement and accompanying presentation is at
Tab 3 of DA-1 [TBP.011.001.0110] and Tab 4 of DA-1 [TBP.006.001.0121].

43.

Under the terms of the Implementation Deed, the proposed transaction is subject to
certain conditions precedent, including:
(a)

competition approval (from the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission, the Australian Competition Tribunal or the Federal Court of
Australia) (clause 3.1(a)(1));

(b)

various state and territory regulatory approvals (clause 3.1(a)(2));

(c)

shareholder approval by Tatts shareholders to agree to the scheme of
arrangement (clause 3.1(b));

(d)

court approval of the scheme of arrangement (clause 3.1(c)); and

(e)

the issuance of new Tabcorp shares in accordance with the terms of the scheme
of arrangement (clause 3.1(d)).

C.5.

Expected profile of the merged entity

44.

Based on the closing share prices of Tabcorp and Tatts as at 17 October 2016, being
the last trading day prior to the announcement of the proposed acquisition, the merged
entity is expected to have a pro forma enterprise value of approximately $11.3 billion,
market capitalisation of approximately $8.6 billion, revenue of over $5 billion and
EBITDA of over $1 billion.

45.

The merged entity will have diversified wagering, media, lotteries, Keno and gaming
operations in the following four key areas:
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(a)

Wagering and media: totalisator and fixed odds licences and retail wagering
networks in New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania,
the Australian Capital Territory and Northern Territory, offering wagering products
in approximately 4,300 retail outlets as well as Trackside in New South Wales,
Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory (with the potential for expansion into
other jurisdictions);

(b)

Lotteries: an Australian lotteries business with licences to offer products in New
South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania, the Australian
Capital Territory and the Northern Territory;

(c)

Keno: a Keno distribution network of over 4,200 venues across clubs, hotels and
TAB agencies in Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and the Australian Capital
Territory, and in clubs and hotels in New South Wales; and

(d)

Gaming Services: gaming machine monitoring operations in New South Wales,
Queensland and the Northern Territory and venue services operations
nationwide.

46.

As emphasised in our statements to the market, the merger combines the
complementary strengths of Tabcorp and Tatts. Tabcorp’s history is in wagering.
Although Tabcorp operates significant gaming, Keno and media businesses, its core
expertise and the highest proportion of its revenue is wagering.

47.

By contrast, Tatts’ main business is in lotteries. Although Tatts also operates a
significant wagering business, it does so largely in different states and territories to
Tabcorp. Tatts also operates gaming services businesses, which again have limited
overlap with the Tabcorp businesses.

48.

Tatts’ key business units are:
(a)

wagering services, including:
i.

on-course and off-course totalisator and fixed odds wagering in Queensland,
South Australia, Tasmania and the Northern Territory; and

ii.

totalisator and fixed odds wagering over the telephone and internet
nationwide and overseas;

(b)

gaming services, incorporating the provision of monitoring systems and
technical support to gaming venues. Tatts’ gaming services business is made up
of two separate reporting units, namely:
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i.

Maxgaming, Tatts' gaming venue services division. This business is focused
on the provision of government mandated electronic monitoring systems to
gaming machine venues in New South Wales, Queensland and the Northern
Territory. The operation uses this network and the associated infrastructure
to provide additional value-adding services to its contracted venues; and

ii.

Bytecraft, Tatts' provider of maintenance, technology and logistics support. It
provides warehousing, installation, relocation, repair and maintenance of
gaming machines, lottery and wagering terminals and other transaction
devices in Australia and New Zealand; and

(c)

lotteries, as the leading lotteries operator in Australia in all States other than
Western Australia (which has a government owned and operated lottery) under
brands such as Lotto, Powerball, OzLotto and Golden Casket. Tatts also offers
Instant Scratch-it tickets in all states except for Western Australia.

C.5.1. Wagering
49.

Tabcorp and Tatts have largely complementary wagering businesses, with no overlap in
retail operations. They and their subsidiaries are the sole licensed providers of retail and
totalisator wagering in the States and Territories in which they operate (Tabcorp in
Victoria, New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory, and Tatts in
Queensland, South Australia, the Northern Territory and Tasmania). Tabcorp and Tatts
also provide totalisator and fixed odds wagering products online though their website
and mobile apps as well as over the telephone. Corporate bookmakers, traditional
bookmakers and Betfair (a licensed betting exchange) also all provide wagering
products online through their websites and apps and over the telephone.

C.5.2. Lotteries
50.

Prior to its merger with UniTAB Limited (the former operator of the TABs in Queensland)
in 2006, where it acquired UniTAB Limited shares by scheme of arrangement, Tatts was
focused solely on lotteries. It continues to operate the public lotteries in each State and
Territory, except in Western Australia where the State is the operator.

51.

Tabcorp does not hold any licences to conduct public lotteries and therefore does not
and cannot supply lottery products.

C.5.3. Keno
52.

Keno products are almost exclusively supplied through retail outlets such as pubs, clubs
and TABs. Keno is seen as a social game – typically played by consumers as they enjoy
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a meal or drink and socialise at a pub or club. The games are run at short intervals
(normally around every three minutes).
53.

Tabcorp is the only licensed provider of Keno in retail outlets in Queensland, New South
Wales, Victoria and the Australian Capital Territory, while Tatts is the only licensed
provider in retail outlets in South Australia. Their licences and retail outlets do not
overlap.

C.5.4. Gaming
54.

Following Tabcorp’s December 2016 acquisition of INTECQ Limited, Tabcorp and Tatts
overlap in two aspects of gaming:
(a)

the supply of gaming and promotional management systems in Victoria and New
South Wales; and

(b)

the supply of EGM monitoring services, and gaming and promotional
management systems, in Queensland.

55.

In relation to gaming and promotional management systems, there are a number of
suppliers including global operators Aristocrat, Konami, Bally and IGT and Australian
operator Global Gaming.

56.

In relation to monitoring services, Intecq and Tatts are the principal suppliers in
Queensland. There are two other licensed monitors in Queensland (Utopia and
Progressive Venue Services), as well as a number of entities with existing capabilities in
related services. There is no limit to the number of monitoring licences that are able to
be issued in Queensland.

C.5.5. Media
57.

Tabcorp operates three Sky Racing television channels and Sky Sports Radio, which is
broadcast in New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory. It also distributes
Australian and New Zealand Racing vision and data internationally.

58.

Tatts operates RadioTAB, which is broadcast in Queensland, South Australia, the
Northern Territory and Tasmania.

59.

There is no overlap between the parties’ media operations.

C.6.

Tabcorp’s rationale for the proposed transaction

60.

The proposed transaction would create a combined Tabcorp and Tatts entity (the
merged entity) which would be positioned to compete effectively as a global wagering,
lotteries and gaming business. The merged entity would hold an enhanced portfolio of
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long term wagering, lotteries and gaming licences. I believe that the proposed
acquisition would strengthen Tabcorp’s operating platform and better enable us to
compete and grow in the rapidly changing and increasingly global market.
61.

A central reason for my recommendation to the Board that Tabcorp enter into the
proposed transaction was to maintain the viability of the racing industry across Australia.
A healthy racing industry supporting a large number of race meetings with good prize
money and strong and deep fields is essential to Tabcorp’s ability to continue to offer
attractive Australian wagering products. I believe that Tabcorp operates in a racing
industry ecosystem where a decline in any significant part of that system has a negative
impact on Tabcorp’s wagering operations. I am concerned that the racing industry has
been in decline in States where Tatts holds the wagering licences. The decline of the
racing industries in Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania has been the subject of
considerable commentary. A sample of reports on these racing industries’ decline is at
Tab 5 of DA-1 [TBP.001.026.0161].

62.

In particular, I believe that the merged entity will be positioned to:
(a)

deliver substantial synergies of at least [Confidential to Tabcorp]
per annum EBITDA (net of benefits to the racing industry);

(b)

enhance the customer experience through business growth and improvements,
including greater investment in existing businesses and the introduction and the
development of new products;

(c)

better compete against corporate bookmakers in Australia; and

(d)

provide a range of benefits to stakeholders. In particular, the transaction is
expected to result in at least [Confidential to Tabcorp]

per annum

of additional funding to the Australian racing industry and unlock growth in
wagering, lotteries and Keno.
C.7.

Anticipated cost savings and revenue increases

63.

The proposed merger is likely to deliver annual cost savings and revenue increases of
more than [Confidential to Tabcorp]

and EBITDA (net of any increased

annual revenue that is estimated to flow to the racing industry) of at least [Confidential
to Tabcorp]
64.

.

I expect that cost savings and revenue increases will be available from:
(a)

cost savings of approximately [Confidential to Tabcorp]
annum in the following areas:

per
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i.

wagering;

ii.

technology;

iii. corporate;
iv. procurement; and
v.
(b)

property and field services;

revenue increases in the merged entity’s wagering business of approximately
[Confidential to Tabcorp]
i.

per annum through:

fixed odds performance improvement primarily due to risk management
improvement;

ii.

business improvements including the introduction of new and increased
product offerings, re-branding to the TAB brand, and retail and customer
account investment in Tatts states; and

(c)

revenue increases in the merged entity’s South Australian Keno business of
approximately [Confidential to Tabcorp]

per annum as a result of:

i.

investing in rebranding and marketing to attract customers;

ii.

upgrading Keno venues to enhance the customer experience; and

iii. pooling South Australian Keno jackpots with Keno jackpots in the wider
Tabcorp network to make them more attractive to customers and introducing
new Keno products.
C.8.

Enhanced customer experience

65.

I expect that the merged entity will be strongly positioned to innovate, invest, and
compete in an evolving marketplace. It will have greater capacity to invest in all of its
distribution channels, including as a result of the synergy benefits arising from the
proposed transaction, and will have a strong incentive to do so given the highly
competitive environment in which Tabcorp and Tatts are currently operating.

66.

I also expect that a larger balance sheet would better facilitate the pursuit of growth and
investment opportunities.

67.

This would provide benefits from the wagering customer perspective, including:
(a)

the introduction and development of new products, and the expansion of
wagering products in some States;
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(b)

the potential for larger, more liquid pools, which are more stable and may
potentially result in larger payouts to winning customers;

(c)

investment in retail outlets, including improving the customer digital experience
within these locations, which will allow retail outlets to better compete with online
wagering services; and

(d)

increased ability to respond to opportunities in an increasingly global wagering
market.

C.9.

Strengthening of the racing industry

68.

Tabcorp and Tatts are the principal funders of the racing industry in Australia. Their
combined financial contribution to the racing industry in FY2016 was approximately $1
billion.

69.

Tabcorp and Tatts currently contribute a significant percentage of their margin (revenue
less certain expenses) to the racing industries in their respective jurisdictions. For
example:
(a)

under Tabcorp’s Victorian wagering and betting licence, VicRacing receives a
product fee based on net wagering revenue and 50% of the total net ‘profit’
derived from wagering and betting under the authority of the licence, as well as a
range of other fees; and

(b)

TAB Limited is party to a Racing Distribution Agreement under which it pays to
the New South Wales racing industry a product fee of approximately 22% of net
wagering revenue, a wagering incentive fee of 25% of wagering earnings, an
annual fixed product fee indexed to CPI, and certain other fees in respect of
particular products.

70.

The nature of those funding arrangements means that the benefits arising from
synergies and business improvements would not only accrue to the merged entity’s
shareholders but also deliver additional funding directly to the racing industry.

71.

I expect the synergies arising from the proposed merger to result in approximately $50
million in increased annual revenue that will flow to the racing industry. This additional
funding could be used to (for example):
(a)

support increased prize money and provide more capital for investment in racing
infrastructure; and

(b)

create broader economic benefits, including in regional areas.
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72.

UBET’s wagering business has also been underperforming compared to the TAB, which
has impacted on the level of funding flowing through to the racing industry in states
where Tatts holds the wagering licence. It is critical therefore for Tabcorp to take steps to
improve the UBET business in order to strengthen the racing industry in these States.
This in turn will enable Tabcorp to continue to offer attractive Australian racing products
to its customers. Tabcorp has an additional incentive to improve that business in that
one of the few levers declining racing industries can use to raise additional funding in
response to any flow-through shortfall is to increase race field fees. This directly impacts
on Tabcorp.

D.

POTENTIAL WA TAB PRIVATISATION

D.1.

Potential WA TAB privatisation

73.

The potential privatisation of WA TAB, the Western Australian totalisator operated by the
state-owned body corporate Racing and Wagering Western Australia (RWWA) which
has the exclusive right to conduct retail wagering in that state, has been the subject of
speculation for some time. In May 2014 the WA Treasurer Dr Mike Nahan, when
handing down his second State Budget, announced that total public sector net debt
stood at $22 billion (and subsequently announced in December 2014 a $1.3 billion
operating deficit, the state’s first in 15 years). The Treasurer announced at the time of
delivering the May 2014 Budget the Government’s intention to pursue asset sales to
combat rising debt and included the WA TAB in a list of assets in respect of which the
Government’s continued ownership would “be reviewed”. In mid-2014, the Western
Australian Government initiated a consultation process with the Western Australian
racing industry and other stakeholders to consider the merits of a privatisation.

74.

A number of Western Australian racing industry representatives established the Western
Australian Racing Representative Group (WARRG) to represent the Western Australian
racing industry in relation to the potential privatisation. In August 2014, WARRG
commissioned Mr Ray Gunston to prepare a report on the potential privatisation of WA
TAB in order to assist the industry’s consideration of the issue (Gunston Report). Mr
Gunston concluded that the Western Australian racing industry is barely self-funding on
an operational cash flow basis and that any racing funding model that did not sustain
current funding levels would immediately impact the Western Australian racing industry
and reduce investment. He therefore concluded that for a privatisation to occur there
must be a commitment to secure a funding model that meant the Western Australian
racing industry was at least no worse off under the industry funding model delivered by
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the WA TAB operator. A copy of the Gunston Report is at Tab 6 of DA-1
[TBP.004.026.3769].
75.

Various racing industry representatives have expressed a range of views on privatisation
throughout the process to date, ranging from supporting it on the condition that the
racing industry is at least no worse off under any privatisation, to a “wait and see”
position, to outright opposition. A sample of public documents and media reports
reporting the views of various racing industry representatives at different points in time is
at Tab 7 of DA-1 [TBP.001.026.0384].

76.

Various Liberal, National, Labor and One Nation politicians have also expressed a range
of different views at different stages of the WA TAB privatisation debate. A sample of
public statements and media reports reporting the views of various Western Australian
politicians at different points in time is at Tab 8 of DA-1 [TBP.001.026.0736].

77.

Various politicians and racing industry representatives have also expressed concern
regarding the potential detrimental impact of privatisation on the future of the racing
industry in Western Australia by reference to the experience of the racing industry in
Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania following the privatisation of the totalisators
in those states. A sample of public statements and media reports reporting on those
concerns is at Tab 9 of DA-1 [TBP.001.027.1279].

78.

The Executive Chairman of WARRG, Mr Michael Grant, was reported as having said in
November 2016 that WARRG believes that the WA TAB should be privatised as long as
there are guarantees that the industry would be no worse off under a private owner,
there is a fund set aside for infrastructure investment, and governance issues are
resolved. Following Mr Grant’s November 2016 statement Liberal MP Murray Cowper, in
direct response to Mr Grant’s statement, stated that Mr Grant did not speak for the entire
racing industry and that he (Mr Cowper) remained opposed to the sale: “the industry is
bigger than just Perth and there are significant elements in country gallops, trots and
greyhounds that aren't on board”. Copies of these media reports are at Tabs 10 and 11
of DA-1 [TBP.011.001.2258] and [TBP.014.001.0996].

79.

The Western Australian Premier Mr Barnett had said, around the same time as
Mr Grant’s statement and a few days before Mr Cowper’s statement, that he had long
held the view that the State should not own the TAB, and believed that the racing
industry now shared his view and was “hopeful the Nationals and racing industry will join
with the Liberal Party on an agreed position to sell the TAB”. The Labor Party’s Shadow
Racing and Gaming Minister Mr Mick Murray stated in response that a Labor
Government would sell the WA TAB only if it has the support of the entire racing
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industry, and 'That's important, because there's still some groups that don't agree with
where Michael Grant's group [WARRG] is going." A copy of this media report is at Tab
10 of DA-1 [TBP.011.001.2258].
80.

On around 30 January 2017, WARRG released a position paper ahead of the State
Government election in Western Australia which will take place on 11 March 2017. The
position paper states that the Western Australian racing industry has formally adopted a
position of "conditional support" of the WA TAB privatisation and that the Western
Australian racing industry will work constructively with the Western Australian
Government to contribute to the development of an appropriate post-privatisation
framework based upon certain conditions including:
(a)

"at least no worse off' funding for the Western Australian racing industry;

(b)

wagering taxation reform I parity with other Australian States;

(c)

the guarantee of an infrastructure fund of "at least $1 00 million" from the
proceeds of any privatisation ; and

(d)

an appropriate operating model.

A copy of the WARRG position paper is at Tab 12 of DA-1 [TBP.001.018.8262].
81 .

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

82.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]
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83.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

84.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

85.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

86.

Following the release of WARRG’s position paper Opposition Leader Mark McGowan
was reported as saying that the Labor Party’s position was, consistent with the Labor
Party’s previously reported position, that “if the racing industry is united and wants to sell
it, then [we] would agree with that.” A sample of media reports regarding the responses
of various politicians following the WARRG report is at Tabs 13 and 14 of DA-1
[TBP.001.018.6846] and [TBP.001.018.6432].

87.

A major issue in the Western Australian state election campaign has been the current
Liberal Government’s plan to privatise 51% of WA Power. Labor strongly opposes that
proposed privatisation. A sample of public statements and media reports reporting on
this issue is at Tab 15 of DA-1 [TBP.001.026.0013].

88.

In May 2016, the RWWA Chief Executive Mr Richard Burt confirmed there was no
defined timeframe or process for any sale and was quoted as saying “We may be
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running the licence but we are not aware at this stage what the timeframe is or what the
process is." A copy of this media report is at Tab 16 of DA-1 [TBP.011.001.2111].
D.2.

Tabcorp’s views on WA TAB

89.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

(a)

(b)
(c)
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
D.3.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

90.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

91.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

92.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

(a)
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(b)

(c)

-

93.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

94.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

95.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

0.4.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

96.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

0.5.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

97.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]
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98.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)
(k)

99.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

. RWWA’s 2016 Annual Report notes that:
“Whilst the TAB continues to perform favourably at or above national
benchmarks, soft economic conditions and weak consumer confidence are
likely to weigh on the financial performance of the business in 2016. In
addition to the economic backdrop, wagering competition is expected to
increase during the upcoming years with corporate bookmakers seeking
greater market penetration at the expense of traditional Australian wagering
operators.”
A copy of this report is at Tab 17 of DA-1 [TBP.011.001.2143].
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100.

101 .

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

reported as saying that his Government "will only sell the TAB if it gets the right price for
it". A copy of a transcript of a press conference recording this position is at Tab 18 of
DA-1 [TBP.015.001.4234].
102.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

(a)
(b)

103.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

104.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

0.6.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

105.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

were five bidders to acquire the ACTTAB assets. Although only Tabcorp and Tatts
proceeded to the final bid stage, that was because the ACT government excluded the
other three bidders from the final bid process primarily because it assessed them as not
meeting the operational capacity tender requ irement. The ACT Auditor-General
subsequently concluded in a report that "[t]he evaluation of the operational capacity
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criterion inappropriately excluded interested parties from further consideration." A copy
of the Auditor-General's report is at Tab 19 of DA-1 [TBP .011.001.2808].
106.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

-

(f)

107.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

those media reports is at Tab 20 of DA-1 [TBP .001.026.0036].
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D.6.1. CrownBet
108.

CrownBet is an online wagering company, majority-owned by Australian company
Crown Resorts Limited (Crown) which has a 62% interest in CrownBet. Crown
combines wagering operations with other complementary interests, including luxury
experiences, gaming, hotel accommodation, signature dining and retail. Crown’s global
profit for FY2015 was A$526 million.

109.

CrownBet CEO Matthew Tripp previously owned Sportsbet before selling it to Irish
bookmaker Paddy Power in 2010. He subsequently acquired BetEzy in 2013 after his
non-compete clause expired, before establishing CrownBet with Crown in late 2014.

110.

Crown holds a 50% interest in Aspers Group, which operates casinos throughout the
United Kingdom, and a 24.5% interest in Cannery, which operates casinos throughout
the United States. Crown also has other Australian gambling interests, including Crown
Melbourne, Crown Perth and a proposed resort in Sydney's Barangaroo which will have
a gaming licence.

111.

In Western Australia, the absence of poker machines in retail venues such as pubs and
clubs means that customers wanting to use poker machines will attend Crown Perth.
Crown’s exclusivity arrangements provide that the State of Western Australia must not
grant another licence to a casino and hotel of similar size and standard as Crown Perth
within a 100km radius of Crown Perth. Crown also has the rights to Keno in Western
Australia (operating in the casino only).

112.

Crown is rapidly investing in complementary assets. In addition to its online wagering
operation CrownBet (62% interest) and online betting exchange Betfair Australia (100%
interest), in July 2015 Crown acquired 60% of United States-based online social gaming
business DGN Games (and currently holds a 70% interest through subsequent
investment). Through this majority-owned subsidiary, Crown has an interest in Winners
Club Limited (100% owned by DGN Games), which provides development and analytical
services to online social gaming sites.

113.

CrownBet is one of Australia's fastest growing bookmakers. It is the exclusive wagering
partner of the AFL for the next five years and premium wagering partner of Racing.com.

114.

CrownBet has made considerable investment in interfaces including new Apple iOS
(iPhone) and Android Apps (smartphone), along with a website released in September
2014. These interfaces are all industry best practice in their use, design, and
consistency in user experience across all devices. Tabcorp estimates that CrownBet as
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a relative newcomer to the market currently accounts for around 5% of online wagering1
in Australia.
115.

CrownBet has also been progressing in itiatives to compete in the retail environment. It
has approached a number of pubs and clubs in various States to propose arrangements
where the pub or club would display Crow nBet advertising and merchandising material
in the venue and promote CrownBet to the customer base in the venue to subsequently
open CrownBet betting accounts. CrownBet has also made proposals to venue
operators that would involve venue customers that sign up to CrownBet accounts
obtaining the benefits of the Crown loyalty scheme across the venue's products,
including gaming.

116.

117.

On 7 February 2017, ClubsNSW and CrownBet announced a partnership for the
provision of digital wagering services in NSW clubs. A copy of the joint media release for
CrownBet and ClubsNSW is at Tab 21 of DA-1 [TBP.001.01 8.5446]. Clubs have the
option of engaging CrownBet to provide exclusive digital wagering services by way of an
Individual Licenced Venue Agreement. A copy of a summary of the key terms and
conditions of that agreement is at Tab 22 of DA-1 [TBP .001.020.0259].

118.

Tabcorp understands based on that summary and media reports that the deal involves
an initial period of 10 years during which Crow nbet is appointed as the club's exclusive
'Official Digital Wagering Advertising Partner' and 'Official Daily Fantasy Sports Partner'.
CrownBet will invest in Wi-Fi and technology upgrades for over 1,200 clubs across New
South Wales as well as developing a new app which would allow club patrons to wager
through Crow nBet in NSW clubs on mobile phones and tablets. Other features of the
deal involve CrownBet paying the clubs a percentage of relevant wagering received in
respect of certain bets made by club members w ho register as a CrownBet customer.
Club members and patrons will be able to redeem CrownBet Rewards points earned on
bets for offers at specific club venues. CrownBet terminals displaying racing and sports
information and betting odds will also be installed in participating venues. A sample of
media reports on CrownBet's digital partnership with Clubs NSW are at Tab 23 of DA-1
[TBP.001.026.0084].

119.

Tabcorp is concerned that the CrownBet arrangements contravene the terms of
Tabcorp's existing New South Wales exclusive retail licence and the legislative regime
which supports that licence. It is considering its position in that regard .
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120.

At the time of the announcement Crownbet CEO Matthew Tripp was quoted as saying
that Crow nBet is "open to discussions with any other organisations where CrownBet can
offer wagering services in venues where people congregate." Following that statement
Clubs Queensland's Chief Executive Officer Douglas Flockhart was quoted as saying
that he sees no merit in such a deal in Queensland. A copy of these med ia reports are at
Tab 24 of DA-1 [TBP.001.018.5426].

121 .

Crown has customer assistants in its casinos offering to assist casino customers in
opening new Crow nBet accounts. Crow nBet similarly cross-sells to its account holders
to encourage attendance at Crown casinos.

122.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

0.6.2. Seven West
123.

Seven West Media (Seven West) is an ASX-Iisted diversified med ia business based in
Western Australia. Seven West's EBITDA for FY2016 was A$363.5 million.

124.

In 2015 Seven West acquired Victorian thoroughbred broadcasting rights and has since
launched a thoroughbred racing channel , Racing .com, on Channel 78 and through
digital devices in a joint venture with Racing Victoria. Tabcorp's assessment is that
Racing .com may continue to expand its racing coverage by acquiring further
thoroughbred racing product rights. A copy of a media article reporting on this is at Tab
25 of DA-1 [TBP .001.018.5450].

125.

In May 2016 the Racing .com joint venture announced it had non-exclusive rights to
broadcast Hong Kong racing. The Australian Financial Review reported that this could
be the first step in "broadcast deal negotiations across several states and merger and
acquisition activity in the wagering sector", noting that it had "ramifications for the
established listed wagering operators such as Tabcorp and racing administrators arournd
the country". The same article notes that "[w]hen it comes to racing, however, the real
money is to be made in wagering. There has already been speculation about Seven
West looking at a bid for the West Australian tote. Far more likely is a tie-up between
Seven West and an operator such as Crown Bet, given the latter already advertises on
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Racing.com and James Packer and Kerry Stokes, former and current chairman of Crown
Bet's part-owner Crown Resorts and Seven respectively, are close.” A copy of that
article is at Tab 26 of DA-1 [TBP.011.001.1169].
126.

CrownBet is Racing.com’s premium wagering partner for 2015 and 2016 and Ladbrokes
is its Associate partner.

127.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

128.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

. Copies of a
sample of media reports reporting on this are at Tab 27 of DA-1 [TBP.001.026.0118].
D.6.3. Ladbrokes
129.

Ladbrokes is a British-based betting and gaming company. It merged with Gala Coral
Group in 2016 to form Ladbrokes Coral, with an estimated enterprise value of
A$11.7 million. The Group has a presence in the United Kingdom, Ireland, Belgium and
Spain as well as in Australia. Ladbrokes has considerable expertise in retail; around 70%
of its United Kingdom operation is made up of retail revenue and it has reported that it is
focusing on investments in retail and digital. Copies of a selection of these reports are at
Tabs 28, 29 and 30 of DA-1 [TBP.014.001.0980], [TBP.014.001.0954] and
[TBP.013.001.0398].

130.

Ladbrokes has been expanding its presence in Australia through acquisition. In 2013
Ladbrokes acquired Bookmaker Pty Ltd and in April 2014 it acquired Australian online
bookmaking business Betstar. Tabcorp estimates that Ladbrokes accounts for around
12% of online wagering in Australia, with reported year on year digital turnover growth to
March 2016 of 52%.

131.

Ladbrokes’ strategy in Australia is to develop innovative products and build a strong
customer base backed by investment in brand awareness. One of its new strategies is to
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allow customers to instantly deposit money into their Ladbrokes account at over 1,000
newsagents across Australia. Ladbrokes has also developed retail account withdrawal
functionality via the Visa card network. Ladbrokes Australia also became the official
corporate bookmaker for the Melbourne Racing Club from 1 January 2016.
132.

Ladbrokes net revenue in Australia in FY2015 increased by 54% to £53.2m. [HIGHLY
Confidential to Tabcorp]
.

D.6.4. William Hill
133.

William Hill was founded in 1934 and listed on the London Stock Exchange in 2002.

134.

The Group’s revenue in the 2015 calendar year was over £1.59 billion and group profit
for the year ending 29 December 2015 was £190 million. William Hill’s Australian
operating profit for FY2015 was A$26 million.

135.

William Hill entered the Australian market in 2013 when it acquired the Australian and
Spanish operations of Sportingbet. Sportingbet had acquired ASX-listed Centrebet two
years prior. In 2013 William Hill also acquired Australian bookmaker
tomwaterhouse.com. All three companies (Centrebet, Sportingbet and
tomwaterhouse.com) have subsequently been rebranded under the William Hill banner,
with all customers migrated to the single platform.

136.

William Hill provides online racing and sports betting, is the third largest betting operator
in Australia by net revenue, and boasts a market advantage in its innovative technology
and ability to leverage the Group's resources to enter into new parts of the market.
William Hill was the first betting operator to launch in-play betting in Australia. William
Hill is investing heavily to build its brand presence in Australia. Tabcorp estimates that
William Hill accounts for approximately 12% of online wagering in Australia, with
reported year on year digital turnover growth to March 2016 of 8%. A copy of a report on
this is at Tab 31 of DA-1 [TBP.008.001.1118].

137.

William Hill also manages RWWA’s fixed odds book and acts as WA TAB’s manager.
The WA TAB’s fixed odds bookmaking is outsourced to William Hill. [HIGHLY
Confidential to Tabcorp]
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0.6.5. Sportsbet (Paddy Power)
138.

Paddy Power is an Irish listed betting company. Paddy Power recently merged with
Betfair, and now has an estimated enterprise value of A$13.4 billion.

139.

Paddy Power acquired a 51% stake in Sportsbet in May 2009, before acquiring the
remainder of the company in December 2010. Sportsbet was Australia's first licensed
corporate bookmaker founded in 1993.

140.

Paddy Power's global profit for the year ended 31 December 2015 was €152.8m
(approximately A$228m). Approximately 44% of Paddy Power's operating profit for FY15
was derived from the Australian market, and the group's Australian operating profit
increased by 52% in that financial year. In the first quarter of 2016, Paddy Power's online
sales rose by 17% to £195m, with Sportsbet reportedly contributing strongly to that
growth. Paddy Power announced in its 2016 interim results that Australian revenue was
up 17% to £129m.

141 .

Sportsbet's EBITDA has risen from $24 mill ion to $129 mill ion in the last six years. It is
the largest corporate bookmaker currently operating in Australia and Tabcorp estimates
that it accounts for approximately 20% of online wagering, with reported year on year
digital turnover growth to March 2016 of 31%.

142.

Paddy Power describes its presence in Australia as "the market leader in the fastgrowing Australian online betting market". Paddy Power is extracting significant profits
from Sportsbet [HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

0.7.

Implications for Tabcorp

143.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

144.

The current Western Australian Premier has recently been reported as saying that the
merger of Tabcorp and Tatts is not likely to affect the amount received from any sale of
the WA TAB and that he expects there would be bidders beyond Tabcorp and Tatts. A
copy of a transcript of the press conference in which he made those statements is at Tab
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18 of DA-1 [TBP .015.001.4234]. The Premier said that he based this belief on his
knowledge as to the likely interest of other bidders. [HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

145.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

E.

POTENTIAL FUTURE WAGERING INDUSTRY TRENDS

146.

In my capacity as CEO and Managing Director of Tabcorp, and previously as Managing
Director of the Wagering division , I have received numerous reports and also
participated in many SELT and Board discussions regard ing wagering industry
competition . [HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

E.1.

Changes in wagering industry and future trends

147.

The last decade has seen a complete transformation of the Australian wagering industry
and the competitive wagering landscape. The market is continuing to experience
significant structural changes in both products and channels. Over the past 5 years,
fixed-odds racing and sports wagering has grown from 41 % to 63% of industry turnover,
with increased penetration expected to continue. The industry has also seen rapid digital
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convergence over the past 5 years with digital increasing from 30% to 51 % of industry
turnover. Channel convergence is occurring at pace in key global markets, with Australia
and the United Kingdom experiencing a rapid uptake of mobile based online betting.
Where allowed, the predominant business model is multi-product as this provides
growth, leverages fixed costs and provides attractive cross-sell opportunities.
148.

One major recent wagering industry change has been the consolidation in the United
Kingdom market. Consolidation via mergers with other wagering operators has seen
Paddy Power (with Betfair) and Ladbrokes (with Coral) significantly increase the scale of
their United Kingdom operations with approximately 80% of the betting market in the
United Kingdom now controlled by these two major companies and Will iam Hill. There
has been a significant amount of merger and acquisition activity amongst corporate
bookmakers in Australia, driven largely by foreign entrants to the Australian market.
Corporate bookmakers have doubled their turnover over the past 5 years and now
account for more than $12 billion in national annual turnover. The major corporate
bookmakers have seen strong growth in account holders, particularly Sportsbet (owned
by Paddy Power). This competition has driven sign ificant increases in marketing spend total industry spend has increased from $119m to $328m in the last 5 years.

149.

150.

151 .

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

-

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

-

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]
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152.

153.

154.

155.

-

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

-

Sportsbet (owned by Paddy Power) had the highest number of account holders at the
end of calendar year 2015 with 754,000 account holders compared to just over 430,000
for Tabcorp in the middle of 2016. [HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp] -

156.

This growth reflects a very high level of marketing spend by the corporate bookmakers.
Tabcorp estimates that in FY15 Sportsbet spent approximately $92 million, William Hill
$77 million and Ladbrokes $65 million (doubling its spend from the previous year).
Sportsbet has various sponsorships, including the NRL on Nine, the AFL, the FFA and
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the Big Bash, with Crown Bet also emerging as a major sponsor of the AFL. Crown Bet is
Racing .com's premium wagering partner and Ladbrokes its associate wagering partner.
157.

One consequence of the growth in numbers of corporate bookmaker digital account
holders is that Tabcorp increasingly faces competition for customers within its retail
venues. Although Tabcorp has the sole right to offer over the counter betting and
self-service betting machines in retail venues in the States where it holds the retail
licence, there is nothing to stop customers in those venues wagering through their digital
accounts with other wagering operators. Corporate bookmakers are able to advertise
through the vision available in the venues to encourage venue customers to open
accounts with them or bet through their existing accounts with them, such as CrownBet
advertising associated with its sponsorship of the AFL and CrownBet and Ladbrokes
advertising associated with their Racing.com wagering partner status. [HIGHLY
Confidential to Tabcorp]

158.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

E.2.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

159.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

. Copies of a sample of analyst reports
commenting on this are at Tab 32 of DA-1 [TBP.001.027.0114]. [HIGHLY Confidential

160.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]
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161.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

162.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

163.

[HIGHLY Confidential to Tabcorp]

